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Supplements to the Wilkins 1999 Demonstrative Questionnaire
Nick Enfield, Michael Dunn. June 2001.
Projects: Space.
Priority: Mid.

1) Additional elicitation scenes: Shared space

Task: Questionnaire. One informant at a time. This should take only a few minutes to do. If you
are doing the 'Wilkins Questionnaire' (see appendix to this manual), then do this at the same time.
This task adds two new scenes to the original set of 25 scenes of the Wilkins Demonstrative
Questionnaire. For general background on the task, see the appendix to this volume. The specific
background to these additional scenes is as follows: It is recognized that while metric distance
between speaker and/or addressee and referent is important in the selection of demonstratives,
precise metric distance alone cannot account for the choices speakers make in real situations. The
Wilkins questionnaire turns up a number of situations where, given the distances between speaker,
referent, and addressee, more than one demonstrative could conceivably be used. In real instances,
however, one form gets selected over the others - What conditions the selection? These two scenes
examine the effects of 'shared' versus 'non-shared' space.

26.

Imagine that S and A are playing catch with a
ball (marked '18>'). In the language you are
working on, which demonstrative(s)
would/could the speaker use to refer to the ball
(e.g. in saying 'This?/that? ball us easy to
catch').
IMPORT A1"lT: the two should be currently
engaged in activity focussed on the referent,
but the referent should be with the addressee
throughollt the time of speech.
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Now, imagine that, as before, two people are
playing catch, and once again the ball is with
the addressee, but this time the speaker is not
one of the two people currently interacting.
This time, the speaker is outside the
'engagement space' created by the game of
catch.
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Observations of the use of demonstratives in market-place interactions recorded in Laos suggest
that the 'distal' demonstrative in Lao encodes the idea that the referent is 'not here' in some
relevant sense, and that what defines 'here' for the speaker at any given time can depend crucially
on his or her current relationship to the referent and addressee in tenTIS of interactional
engagement. When people engage in focussed interaction together, a space is created around them,
a kind of 'bubble' which forrns by virtue of their engagement - this 'bubble' becomes a salient
'place' for the two of them, and thus 'here' is the same place for them at that time. In other words,
when speaker and addressee are physically engaged in a cooperative interaction, then speaker's
'here' is addressee's 'here'.
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the most likely choice in Figure 26, but
the addressee's salient 'here' is within that
of that. So, in this scene, while the relative
and Referent are exactly as in Figure 26, the

demonstrative
demonstratives
demonstrative adjectives and
in semantic typology of
rather than, for instance, trying to compare word classes
to
usage. The prototypical elicitation frame for a term in
task is one in which the term is used in modifier function in an NP
. It may
also be fruitful to investigate systems of spatial
used in other functions.
languages have parallel series of
which
in
syntactic domains, e.g. demonstrative adverbs
'here', 'there'. In some
these parallel systems of spatial demonstratives have different
rrlPtTIi",Prc than the NP
and so presumably must encode different spatial
where there are the same number of terms, and where these terms seem to
the same
as demonstrative norninaJ modifiers, this is an empirical question wruch has
not been
n .....' n r u '
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lows:
descripti ve task is as
spatial demonstratives occur
describe what
for each additional class
detennine
on your time constraints and level of interest, either
demonstrative classes selectiveJy
for each additional class
selective investigation of other demonstrative classes may be
there are important phenomena to be investigated. If you do find
different demonstrative systems we strongly encourage

demonstrative usage
cause to be skeptical about elicited language data. The usual way of
of spontaneous texts to provide a 'benchmark'
natural
to be

only, video
does not include
we
in context. This
to record their observations of the use of
should be carried out as the
arises, that is, whenever the field worker observes a
that you will be
however, it should
and a written

Each observation should be ('("\,-nn>;lFp·ri to similar scenes from the structured
It will be
particularly
to have the circumstances of naturalistic demonstrative lise that does not

to elicited terms. Note that the 1999 structured
shift I attention
which seems to be a more common
200 I Hidden colours task:
interaction).
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